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Across

2. Japanese split the American and filipino 

troops that they conquered and captured in 

groups, and marched them to the rail road. This 

march was known as ?

4. GERMAN AIR FORCE

7. when Hitlers came into power, his opposers 

in germany were all put in ?

9. After Hitler commited suicide, germany 

surrendered this was known as ?

15. The plan for the invasion of france was 

known as.

19. The joint declaration that announced that 

the U.S. and BRITAIN were not interested in 

teritory.

23. The invasion of the allied ships, bagan at 

dawn june 6, 1944 code named ?

25. Hitler broke the nonaggression pact, with 

the soviet union and invade the axis troops.

26. The strategy meeting held between JOSEPH 

STALIN, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, and WINSTOON 

CHURCHILL. This conference was known as?

27. Six German camps were established in poland 

were they used poison gas in specially designed 

showers to exterminate the jews. This camp was 

known as ?

Down

1. The Berlin FDR met at Yalta a city in 

soviet union, were they agreed on a plan for 

the post war. This conference was knwon as ?

3. Albert Einstein informed the FDR about a 

new type of bomb that they could build, and the 

germans were already working on it, so the FDR 

organised a top secret to develop the atomic 

bomd. The project was known as ?

5. A deliberate, carefully planned, killing of 

an entire people on the basis of race politics 

or culture. This is known as?

6. After the victory in North Africa CHURCHILL 

and FDR met again at ?

8. Countries that were subject to USSR 

dominication on the western boders with 

government that would be friendly to communist 

goals.this was also known as ?

10. japan signed a - that officialy made them 

members of the axiz.

11. The returne of economy health in the world 

?

12. PM of WC called the Americans to help keep 

stalin from closing the - communist domination 

and oppression on any state.

13. Trumans first meeting with stalin, 

continued debate on the issue that devided the 

them in Yalta including the future off germany 

and poland. This conference was known as ?

14. The night of broken glass was also known 

as?

16. The day that the Japanese unconditionally 

surrendered was known as ?

17. Hitler wanted to create an oder in europe 

that will enable them to exploit europes 

resources. This oder was known as?

18. GERMAN MILITART TACTIC

20. The international peace keeping 

organization, that all the leaders agreed on 

including the U.S. congress. This agreement was 

based on the creation of ?

21. In the BATTLE OF LEYTE GULF more than 280 

ships were fighting and Japanese threw 

everything that they could at Americans and the 

japanese began to use a sucide plan also known 

as ?

22. A soviet agency intended to direct the 

activities of communist parties through out the 

world. known as ?

24. In the BATTLE OF OKINAWA the Japanese 

defenders knew the next step was the invasion 

so they vowed to fight to the end, so they used 

- charges that were to kill as many enemy as 

possible and the attackers.


